Introduction to Data Science and Machine Learning

Lars Kotthoff
larsko@uwyo.edu

September 24-26
Schedule

▷ Start at 9am
▷ Breaks 11 - 11.15, 12.30 - 1.30, 3 - 3.30
▷ Finish 5pm
▷ Lectures in the morning and after lunch
▷ Demos before lunch, exercises in the afternoon
Mechanics

- Tea/coffee/snacks during breaks provided, lunch on your own
- Networking reception tonight
- Team up with someone for the exercises!
Links

▷ Asking questions: sli.do, event code 6993
▷ Website:
▷ Feedback form: https://forms.gle/As8hJ BVN yv2vFfuPA
Have fun, and make the computer learn something.